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Accelerating
Digital Marketing
Post-Pandemic

Thought Leadership

As the world fights with COVID-19, it is crucial to consider what the post-COVID world will spell for experts in
the digital marketing sphere. The pandemic has expedited the pace at which we are "going digital" and has
given new strength to many online businesses. Never have consumers been so dependent on online stores to
get through the day. It means that we want to make decisions that use this increased dependence on technology to our benefit as digital marketers.
COVID_19 has brought about economic disturbance and financial turmoil for enterprises worldwide. As a
result, organizations desperately need ways to bring their business back on their path. Among the many ways
to warrant this, digital marketing plans have come into the list of top ideas.
During the pandemic, a broad range of companies has worked to expand their online presence. Both brick and
mortar places and online stores have done everything possible to do more business.
One image that demonstrates that the marketing world is shifting from offline to online during the pandemic is
that of vacant billboards. From Tokyo to Toronto, outside advertising canvases that were once in great demand
are blank as marketers spill all their resources into online channels. And in most enterprises, it is expected to
remain that way.

Here are various segments in which digital marketing
will play a crucial role post-pandemic:
A Surge in Social Media Presence
A significant social media presence has always been crucial for brands to interact, meet consumer demands,
and develop faith. In the wake of the crisis, more and more companies are going online. Instagram highlighted
brands' need to engage with their clients quickly and designed AR Filters. This exciting feature goes a long way
when it comes to brand recall.

Keeping it Organic
Before the pandemic, even if brands had an organic marketing strategy, their focus was on paid advertising
because it guaranteed fast outcomes. However, with the lockdown, paid advertising came to a crushing pause.
With brand visibility going downhill, brands began to understand the value of having an organic strategy in
place. SEO and content marketing surged to limelight and will play a valuable role once the lockdown
concludes.

Soaring Inﬂuencers
The rise in the average time spent online brought a constant rise in the number of influencers on the internet.
The 'Dalgona' coffee is a viral trend that went as viral as the coronavirus! Memes about working from home,
bingo, cereal pancakes, banana bread are some of the trends that went viral and how! Influencers play a
crucial role in delivering these trends.

Reporting
This module is accountable for creating custom reports, like a patient’s adherence to the medication plan,
campaign Return On Investment, and referral patients’ dashboard.

Overhaul Communications
As people's preferences and plans change, the communication approach you had in action may not be right. It
would be smart to rethink the newsletters you are giving out, the content you are producing, and the general
strategy you have towards your clients.
It could mean revising your content calendar completely or maybe putting some blog posts on the back burner
while you concentrate on articles that cater to uncertainties, concerns, and questions linked to the current
situation.
One way to do this is to carry out an email poll with questions about their prevailing priorities, pain points, and
demands. You can then use this data to rethink your communication approach and assist your customers
better.

New Challenges
With customers more prone to jump ship, prioritizing mobile-first consumer retention is more critical than
ever. Customers gained through mobile are more likely to make a purchase and second purchase than
customers who come in through other channels.
The mobile channel has the potential to change a transactional meeting into something more significant. The
clients who invite a business into their world through their smartphone trust the brand to appreciate that
bond.

Exploring New Horizons
Having a reliable digital marketing strategy while the world calms down can help your company get back on its
feet and give you a head start against your competitors. The critical piece of guidance you should keep in mind
is concentrating on your customers' preferences as much as your own.
COVID-19 has reshaped customer shopping behavior in ways that will endure the pandemic. Retailers must
readjust strategies today using advanced customer engagement methods to achieve quick, concrete results.
The pandemic has dramatically quickened the process of digitalization, which the world was already
experiencing. Therefore, it is more important than ever for companies to include digital marketing into their
marketing plans.
The pandemic will not remain forever, but consumer behavior will keep evolving because of it. Instead of
pausing to see what might happen and the long-term effects, your business should be proactive and reach
customers where they are.
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